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Letter from
the Editor
What to feed your ferret is one of the most
pressing questions for new and experienced
ferret owners alike. There are a lot of opinions
about ferret diet, including a lot of misunderstandings, misconceptions,
and outright falsehoods. Short of searching research databases and
reading a lot of impenetrable science writing, how can you know what to
believe? And once you do have a grasp of the field of ferret nutrition, how
can you keep up?
Given how little research has been conducted on ferret diets, it’s not
enough to just know what’s recommended by vets right now. You need
to keep abreast of the research that is being conducted and published
continuously. We want to help, so this is the first annual food issue of
Dook Dook Ferret Magazine. Every year, we will review the research and
non-research that’s been published since our last issue and help you
navigate the merits of it. We’re excited to dedicate an issue each year on
such a crucial question as “What do I feed my ferret?” We hope you enjoy
the inaugural issue as much as we enjoyed putting it together!

Courtney Stoker
Managing Editor
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In every issue, our readers ask volunteer
ferret vets from around the world about ferret
diet, behavior, hygiene, and health.
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Sila from Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada asks...

If you use Advantage Multi, you must use an entire tube.
It is a higher dose per weight than in cats because ferrets’

I am concerned about using Advantage on our

thicker skin does not absorb the product as well.

ferrets for flea prevention. If you can’t get it on

Dr. Lynne Boggs

your skin, how can it possibly be okay for ferrets?

Griffith Small Animal Hospital

Is Revolution better than Advantage? How much

Austin, Texas (USA)

should you use for your ferret?

www.griffithanimalhospital.com
(512) 453-5828

This is a great question because the Advantage Multi
package insert does warn of human exposure and directs

Michelle from Wolverine, Michigan, USA asks...

people not to touch the spot where it is applied for 2
hours.
There are two drugs in Advantage Multi. The flea
preventative is imidacloprid, an insecticide, which binds
to hair follicles and stays on the ferret for up to a month.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
requires a warning on all products including imidacloprid.
However, according to the Extension Toxicology Network
(a project run by Cornell, Michigan State, Oregan State,
and University of California Davis), there are no known
cases of human poisoning with imidacloprid. The toxic
dose in animals is very high: Hundreds of tubes if taken
orally and thousands of tubes if applied on the skin.
The other drug in Advantage Multi is moxidectin, a
heartworm preventative that is absorbed rather quickly
and is not left as a residue on the skin. Moxidectin or

I have only owned ferrets since October of 2017.
I’ve been doing a lot of reading and found that itchy
ferrets is a big issue. I got my ferrets from a rescue
shelter. They had fleas and ear mites, both of which
they have been treated for. However, they’re still
pretty itchy. I give them salmon oil, they get the
Wysong Epigen 90 digestive support mixed with
chicken with skins on, gizzards, hearts, liver, egg
yolk chicken and duck, rabbit, and turkey (slightly
boiled and blended together). The only bath they
ever had was with plain water once. I do a onceover every time I trim their nails and I found the
one has flaky skin on his tail and it’s itchy. I also run
a humidifier or boil water on the stove every now
and then. Is there anything else I could be doing to
help these poor itchy ferrets?

a similar drug, ivermectin, are used in orally in humans
around the world as a treatment for river blindness and
to control scabies. All of the studies on dogs, cats, and
ferrets indicate that the drug is very safe for these species.
I have used Frontline, Revolution, and Advantage Multi
on my ferret patients. The “advantage” to Advantage
Multi is that it is labeled for ferrets, unlike Frontline and
Revolution. This means that extensive studies have been
conducted to determine the medication is safe and
effective for ferrets.

This is a great question because the Advantage Multi
package insert does warn of human exposure and directs
people not to touch the spot where it is applied for 2
hours.
There are two drugs in Advantage Multi. The flea
preventative is imidacloprid, an insecticide, which binds
to hair follicles and stays on the ferret for up to a month.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
requires a warning on all products including imidacloprid.
However, according to the Extension Toxicology Network
(a project run by Cornell, Michigan State, Oregan State,
and University of California Davis), there are no known
cases of human poisoning with imidacloprid. The toxic
dose in animals is very high: Hundreds of tubes if taken
orally and thousands of tubes if applied on the skin.
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The other drug in Advantage Multi is moxidectin, a

are ruled out, remove any bedding with synthetic

heartworm preventative that is absorbed rather quickly

fibers and switch to cotton, linen, or wool materials.

and is not left as a residue on the skin. Moxidectin or

Try switching to a hypoallergenic laundry detergent

a similar drug, ivermectin, are used in orally in humans

without dyes, fragrances, sodium lauryl sulfates, or

around the world as a treatment for river blindness and

coconut derivatives. Use less detergent and an extra

to control scabies. All of the studies on dogs, cats, and

rinse cycle to get more of the detergent out of the

ferrets indicate that the drug is very safe for these species.

ferret’s bedding after washing.

I have used Frontline, Revolution, and Advantage Multi

Dr. Gregory Rich

on my ferret patients. The “advantage” to Advantage

Avian & Exotic Animal Hospital of Louisiana

Multi is that it is labeled for ferrets, unlike Frontline and

Metairie, Louisiana (USA)

Revolution. This means that extensive studies have been

techs3635@gmail.com

conducted to determine the medication is safe and

504-455-6386

effective for ferrets.
Jade from New Richmond, Wisconsin, USA asks...
Ferrets are no more chronically itchy than any other
animal, though they will groom themselves by itching

I have a ferret with a sore on the underside of his

and chewing on their coats. Pruritis, the uncomfortable

tail that seems to be causing him pain. It’s right next

irritating sensation that creates the urge to scratch, can

to his anus and he keeps licking it, so I don’t know

be seen in a variety of conditions. Typically to treat the

what I can put on it to give him some comfort. It isn’t

pruritis, you need to address the underlying condition.

full of pus, but it is red, raised, and sore to touch. A

Things that can cause pruritus include:
•

few weeks ago my husband picked him up and this
white viscous liquid came pouring out of his butt. It

Adrenal gland disease. Even without classic hair loss

only happened one time and nothing strange has

or swelling (vaginal in females and prostatic in males),

happened since until this sore. What could this be

an itchy ferret should be analyzed for adrenal gland

and how could I provide relief for him if it happens

disease. Your vet can run a hormonal panel to test for

again?

elevated reproductive hormones.
•

Ringworm (a fungal infection). Ringworm in ferrets
is usually caused by an infected cat (who don’t show
symptoms) bringing the fungus into their environment.
Your vet can check your ferret’s skin for the tell-tale
rash and do a culture to confirm ringworm.

•

Scabies (sarcoptic mange caused by mites in the
Sarcoptes family). There are multiple species of
Sarcoptes mites and each one has a preferred host,
but any scabies-causing mites can infest humans,
foxes, cats, dogs, and ferrets. A good history is critical
to determining if your ferret has scabies, since a
negative result to the most common test (a skin
scraping) cannot rule it out.

•

Sensitivity to detergents or fabrics. While this is rare,
it does happen. Ferrets can develop a sensitivity to
different laundry detergents or static-free sheets. If
other diseases have been ruled out, consider your
ferret’s bedding as a source of skin irritation. Editor’s

I am not sure what to make of the white viscous fluid, but
it could be urine dribbling down the belly and appearing
to come from the anus. If this appears again, I would get
a sample of the liquid and take it to your ferret vet for
testing.
As for the sore, this may be a mast or basal cell tumor,
which is benign but can cause itching and irritation.
Sometimes these tumors can seem to disappear because
they stop producing itchy histamine. However, they
will usually start producing histamine again and start
bothering your ferret. We haven’t found any medications
that make them go away. While the location of the
tumor on the underside of the tail may be tricky, a good
veterinary surgeon should be able to excise the tumor
and place a small suture or two.

note: If your ferrets are very itchy and other diseases
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Dr. Angela M. Lennox, DVM, Diplomate ABVP (Avian Practice,

No matter the age of your ferret, the cause may be a

Exotic Companion Mammal Practice), Diplomate ECZM

bacterial infection, parasites, a viral infection, or some

(Small Mammal)

combination of these. It is not usually a good idea to ignore

Adjunct Associate Professor at Purdue University Dept. of

prolapses, even if they do go away on their own. Make sure

Veterinary Clinical Sciences

your vet runs tests for these causes and explores other

Avian and Exotic Animal Clinic of Indianapolis

possible explanations like bladder stones.

9330 Waldemar Road
Indianapolis IN 46268 (317-879-8633)

Dr. Gregory Rich

www.exoticvetclinic.com

Avian & Exotic Animal Hospital of Louisiana
Metairie, Louisiana (USA)

Danielle from the United States asks...

I took my ferret to the vet twice. He has had what
looks like a rectal prolapse for two weeks. The vet
said it looks fine. He is on antibiotics for a UTI. His
anal area looks the same as the first day I took him
to the vet two weeks ago. Should I take him to a
different vet to get treated? Will the prolapse go

techs3635@gmail.com
504-455-6386

To ask a ferret specialist a question,
visit your membership portal at
www.ferret-world.com/Member_Login.html.
Not yet a member?
Visit bit.ly/ferretmembership.

away on its own?

Rectal prolapses or pronounced rectal mucosal swelling
in ferrets are both more common in young ferrets but
can be found in adults with specific conditions.
Young ferrets (around 3-7 weeks old) may have had a
poorly-performed anal sac removal surgery that caused
damage to the surrounding tissue. That surrounding
tissue can become contaminated by feces and become
infected. These cases are generally resolved with a 1-2
week course of amoxicillin (an antibiotic taken orally),
meloxicam (a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory also taken
orally) and a topical antibiotic cream.
Anal prolapse in young ferrets is also frequently caused
by coccidia, an intestinal parasite. Symptoms include
diarrhea (which can cause rectal inflammation) and
lethargy. Your vet can check a stool sample for parasites
and the ferret would be treated aggressively with
ponazuril, an anti-parasitic.
In adult ferrets, rectal prolapse or severe rectal mucosal
swelling can be a classic sign of a Coronavirus, a species
of viruses. Your vet can test your ferret’s stool for
Coronavirus. Treatment is often designed to help with
symptoms, but may not save an infected ferret’s life.

.com
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Featured Ferret Shelter:

Washington
Metro Area
Ferret
Outreach

Washington Metro Area Ferret Outreach’s mission is to educate the public
about what it means to own a ferret. Ferrets are our passion and joy, and
we hope they are also a much-loved addition to you and your family.

.com
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I have always loved little furry
animals, and I had many, many
stuffed animals growing up. I
was very excited to learn, as a
kid, that there was a furry animal
companion known as a ferret. As
soon as I got my own place as an
adult, I got my first ferrets.

Our shelter was founded in 2010 by 3 of
us who saw the need for a shelter in the
D.C. metropolitan area. One of the local
shelters had spun down their operations,
and we had all served as volunteers for
ferret shelters at one time or another. I
love working in a shelter; it’s the best nonpaying job I’ve ever had.
The hardest part of running a shelter is
losing ferrets to common illnesses for
which there are little research and no
cure, like adrenal disease, insulinoma, and
lymphoma. There are wonderful parts to
running a shelter, too. I particularly love
bringing in senior ferrets and giving them
love and kindness for their remaining
years. It’s gratifying to see them thrive in
the nurturing they get from volunteers and
shelter companions.
.com
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In the past couple of years, our shelter
has taken in about 25 ferrets a year and
adopted about 18 ferrets a year. I find
the most common reasons for surrender
are allergies, children who are going off
to college and cannot take the ferret
with them, and devastating life changes
for the family such as divorce or loss of
income. The most important thing I wish
ferret owners knew is the importance
of having both an emergency ferret
healthcare fund and an excellent exotic
vet within a reasonable distance.

If I had a magic wand and could wish for one
thing for my shelter, it would be that pet stores
stopped selling ferrets and industrial breeders
were put out of business. I’d like for my shelter
to not need to exist!

.com
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Comic by @SiberianLizard

siberianlizard

.com
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FERRETING OUT THE
SECRETS OF THE BRAIN
BY VINITA BALASUBRAMANYA

The human brain is almost 2% of our total body

The central nervous system of humans is made of a large

weight. That’s a lot of brain compared to other animals.

cerebrum, consisting of two hemispheres, below which is

Chimpanzees, for example, have an average of about one-

a small cerebellum. Connected to the cerebrum through

third the brain for the same body weight, according to

the brain stem is the spinal cord which continues down

Jianzhi Zhang. The human brain remains an evolutionary

our back through the vertebral column (the backbone). It

puzzle. It is large compared to other primate brains,

is the upper layer of the cerebrum, the cerebral cortex,

and its volume is much higher than that predicted for

that has baffled neuroscientists, psychiatrists and

the average size of the species. The increased size is

evolutionary biologists alike. This is because the sites of all

attributed to one specific region of the brain called the

the learning centers and sensory perception processing

cerebral cortex. This region has enabled humans to

are located in the deep creases of the cortex. These

develop unique skills such as spoken language, written

creases or intricate folds on the cortical surface give

scripts, music, and higher learning. Various animal brains

the human brain its characteristic, walnut-like, wrinkled

have been studied in order to know what has changed

appearance. These folds, called sulci (grooves) and gyri

and what has been retained in humans. Surprisingly,
one animal system that is suitable for the study of the
cerebral cortex is the ferret brain! Let’s find out more
about this fascinating organ and its connection with our
ferret friends.
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(ridges), increase the surface area of the cortex by almost

microcephaly clarifies why it is essential to understand

40%. Something happened in the cortex which made the

the role of Aspm in brain structure and function.

human brain take a unique evolutionary turn.
Aspm is one of five genes that have been linked to
Scientists attempt to solve biological mysteries by

microcephaly. Aspm codes for a protein that regulates

using other animals as model systems. The standard

how many ventricular radial glial cell (VRGs) are made in

mammalian model system is the mouse, but unlike

the brain. VRGs are a type of neural stem cell; they can

humans, mouse brains are smooth on the cortical

differentiate into different cell types. VRGs can become

surface. There are no sulci and gyri. To work around

outer radial glial cells (ORGs) or remain as progenitor cells

this problem, scientists have turned to a different model

(cells that are capable of making more ORGs later on).

organism: Mustela putorius furo, otherwise known as our
friend, the domesticated ferret.

The Aspm gene encodes a protein that is associated with
the centriole, a structure associated with the cytoskeleton

Ferrets have a cortex that has the same wrinkled sheath

(framework) of the cells when they divide. Any disruption

as the human one. Why some species, such as ferrets,

of the centriole results in defective cell division and can

have a gyrencephalic (wrinkly) brain, while others, such

lead to an abnormally low number of cells. The data

mice, do not is an interesting evolutionary question. Cats,

suggest that the ASPM protein is necessary for the

who are obligate carnivores like ferrets, also have gyri and

cerebral cortex to reach its critical mass.

sulci on their brains and so do chimpanzees, who can
and do eat meat as part of an omnivorous diet. Perhaps

In a study by Matthew Johnson et al., ferret embryos were

hunting as a behavior contributed to the evolution of

manipulated so that specific genes can be “knocked out,”

gyrencephalic brains.

or rendered inactive via genetic mutation. The gene they
knocked out was Aspm. The Aspm ferrets had smaller

The Aspm gene and
microcephaly

heads and smaller brain sizes, with drastically smaller
cerebral cortexes. They were also incapable of making a
sufficient number of outer radial glial cells (ORGs) because
the neural cells could not transition smoothly into ORGs.
microcephaly-

This resulted in a lower number of outer radial glial cells

associated) gene has been found to be mutated in

which ultimately manifested as a smaller-sized cerebral

human patients with microcephaly (a condition in which

cortex with fewer wrinkles. These results point to the role

the brain does not develop properly, resulting in a

Aspm plays in the size and wrinkling of the human brain.

The

Aspm

(abnormal

spindle-like

smaller-sized head), according to work by J. Shen et al.
Aspm is autosomal, which means that the gene is carried
by chromosomes other than the sex chromosomes. The
microcephaly trait is recessive: it is seen only in individuals
who have defective copies of the gene from both parents.

Ferrets have a unique
role in science

Individuals with Aspm mutations show mild mental

Ferrets have made many significant contributions to

retardation with or without seizures. Interestingly, the

scientific research; the Aspm study is simply one of their

condition resembles that of a manifestation of Zika virus

most recent ones. From the 1960s, ferrets and their

infection. The CDC reports that infants who are born of

ability to distinguish scents have been of great interest to

a Zika-infected mother suffer from microcephaly among

neurophysiologists. The ferret also resembles humans in

other conditions, such as hearing and vision loss. These

that they are susceptible to certain viral infections, peptic

infants have a smaller head as well as mild to moderate

ulcers, cardiac disorders, and cancers as described by

mental retardation. The data from human patients with

.com
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Roberta Scipioni Ball. (See “Ferrets and the Business
of Flu Research” on page 41 .) It is important to honor
ferrets for their contributions to medical research,
recognize that our knowledge of ferret genetics is
relevant for improving ferret health and quality of life,
and continue to advocate for the humane treatment of
all animals, whether they live in a research setting or not.

References and further reading
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Adventures with the

Bandit

Meet Charles Hammerton, a young guy
traveling around Europe with his ferret
Bandit (full name The Bandit Hammerton).
At the time of this interview, they are just
about to embark on their next adventure,
from Sweden to Germany.
When I first started following Charles and
Bandit on Facebook, I thought this was a
cool kid just having a fun adventure with
his ferret. But after speaking with him, I
realized that Charles’ story is one of turning
tragedy into wisdom and embracing life to
the fullest with his incredible furry friend.

BY STEPHANIE WARZECHA
.com
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What spurred the decision to jump into a
campervan and travel around Europe with Bandit?
In the afternoon of our life, we often surrender to the
belief that our lives are controlled by fate. We may begin
to think that almost all events are beyond our control.
But this is the biggest lie we will ever tell ourselves.
Through trial and tribulation, failure and fulfillment, I’ve
come to realize the truth is far easier to understand, but
difficult to discover.
At 19, I had enlisted in the Royal Air Force, fulfilling a
lifelong dream of mine. During this time I had immense
success at whatever I turned my attention to, and one
of those things was a ferret called Bandit. Bandit came
into my life as a rescue from a local shelter, and very
soon it was clear we had developed an incredible bond.
There’s a universal language without words. It allows a
conversation between the sun and the trees, and the
sea and the waves. It’s simple yet profound. Somehow,
Bandit and I have both become fluent in this dialect.
After 4 short years in the RAF, I decided that I would take
the lead part in my story and work on dreams impossible
to achieve in the military. Those dreams are chiefly based
on the charity work Bandit and I had begun. In just 1
year, we had raised thousands of pounds for multiple
charities by walking great distances together (Bandit
walks, too!), skateboarding over 40 miles, and appearing
in over 60 TV and radio interviews. All the charities we
represent are very personal to us and are chosen from
a number of personal tragedies, including the untimely
deaths of my mother and school friend, and my own
battle with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
It has not always been easy; some of my loved ones were
quite concerned when I sold almost everything I owned,
bought a motorhome, and started traveling. My adopted
mum told that I was a hippie and my best friend told me
that I had gone mad. But how can doing what makes you
happy be madness?

.com
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How long have you been traveling for and what

Another memorable experience was spending 5 hours

countries have you and Bandit visited so far?

totally isolated in the Arctic circle, hacking my way
out of 4 feet (1.2 meters) of snow and 4 inches (10

So far we’ve only been traveling for 5 weeks. We’ve

centimeters) of ice I’d managed to get the van stuck in.

covered England, Scotland, Holland, Germany, Denmark,

It was approaching 12 ℉ (-11 ℃) and was getting very

Sweden, Norway, and Poland-- over 4,000 miles (6437

dark, but with the northern lights as my friend, I laughed

kilometers) of road.

and smiled the whole time! I recall saying “this beats the
office!” even though blood was dripping from my fingers.

The craziest thing that has happened so far was meeting

The cuts have healed and may scar, but it was worth

two German travelers on our first day in Holland. One

it for the memories. Bandit knew nothing of the whole

of them recognized me and exclaimed, “You’re the guy

event as he slept soundly in his bed.

who’s traveling the world with his ferret, aren’t you!?” It
was gratifying to meet someone who knew of me, since
any recognition means more attention and funding to
the charity causes we champion.

.com
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What are your goals for this adventure?
A good traveler has few fixed plans and doesn’t
necessarily have to arrive at any destination. So far, the
most fulfilled I have felt has been when my days didn’t
go to plan and often involved difficult situations. My only
goal right now is to best represent the charity Bandit and
I are ambassadors for--Save Our Soldier, an organization
dedicated to helping veterans heal from PTSD by
providing free counseling.
Has it been hard traveling with a ferret?
We are well-seasoned explores now, so the only thing
that’s still tricky is continuously checking to see where
he is. I know he is always under my driver’s seat, where
he has fashioned a bed out of stolen socks, but there’s
no harm in checking every time I open and close a door.
However, whenever a door is open and I’m with him, he
just sits on the step with me watching the world go by. He
used to do this in our apartment too! He seems to be a
daydreamer like his dad.

.com
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What diet is Bandit on and how do you make sure

How is your van set up and where does Bandit live

he always has his food?

in it?

He eats 70% kibble and 30% chicken, when I can get it. He

Bandit was only caged in my apartment when I went

loves the occasional egg! His bowl is left out for him, and

to work. The rest of the time, he free roamed and had

he comes and goes as he pleases. This seems to work

access to his water, food, and choice of beds. In the van,

best for both of us. He eats a lot more in cold climates,

I’ve found no need to keep him caged. He’s great with his

especially after an adventure!

litter and wanders freely to his bed under my wardrobe
or his favorite place under my driver’s seat when I’m
not driving. I’ve always firmly believed Bandit knows the
best place for him to be depending on noise, people,
and temperature. I’m currently writing this on a ferry to
Germany from Sweden, and he’s watching the world go
by while lying on my hoodie. I am dedicated to being a
good guardian to Bandit and ensuring his safety, so I try
never to put him in harm’s way.

.com
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What is next for yourself and
Bandit? How much longer do you
think you will live the van life?
Van life is exactly that – a life. A way.
It’s no easier than life in an apartment,
nor is it harder. It’s just different.
Instead of worrying about bills, I think
about where my next couple gallons
of water will come from. Instead of
panicking about rent, I embrace the
uncertainty of the road and trust
that it will lead the way. I think we
could live like this indefinitely, forever
changing our garden to the forest,
beach, or city. We don’t need a lot of
income, and I can use the internet to
find temporary and remote work.
We hope to visit the African continent
next or perhaps a certain mountain in
the Himalayas.
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What have you learned on this adventure?

A spider’s intricate web comes from the message deep
within its creation. It doesn’t worry itself with what it

Between the uncertain promise of tomorrow and the

doesn’t catch, only focusing on what lands on its web.

certainty of yesterday, there is a time. Between the worry

What web have you spun yourself? What flies have you

of an event that may never take place and the regret

missed landing in your web because you have worried

of an action you can’t change, there is a moment. That

about the ones that have flown by?

time and moment is called now. Be in the now. Let go.
The universe is full of abundance. Whether you believe

The universe is in perfect balance. Without death, life

in a Christian God, science, Allah, or the flying spaghetti

wouldn’t be beautiful. Without life, death life would be

monster, it is certain all things come from one source.

meaningless.

Therefore, welcome the abundance in your life through
sickness and health, happiness and sorrow – the world

If you would like to donate to Save Our Soldier, visit

is turning out exactly the way it should. And despite its

saveoursoldier.co.uk/donate.

flaws, it truly is a beautiful place to be.
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Cool Hand Bev
@blade_funner

[GOD INVENTING THE WEASEL]
You know what we need? An otter you can’t
fucking trust.
6:54 PM - 6 Sep 2016
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Suit Filed Against Champion Petfoods,
Maker of Orijen and Acana
By Courtney Stoker

On March 1, 2018, a class action lawsuit was filed against

go to separate trials. Each would need to independently

Champion Petfoods, the company that makes Orijen

gather and present evidence against Volkswagen. Each

and Acana cat and dog foods, for false advertising and

would pay different law firms to present the case. This

fraud. The lawsuit accuses the company of “failing to fully

would inevitably have led to different outcomes--some

disclose the presence of heavy metals and toxins in their

plaintiffs will get money, some won’t, and the company

pet food sold throughout the United States.”

may go to trial multiple times and receive guilty and notguilty verdicts in different courts. This doesn’t make much

The suit was filed by Lockridge Grindal Nauen, a firm in

sense and isn’t particularly fair to the plaintiffs. A class

Minneapolis, Minnesota that specializes in class actions.

action lawsuit allows for a single lawsuit that determines

In class action lawsuits, a single person or group of

Volkswagen’s guilt. In that case, Volkswagen fessed up

people can file and prosecute a lawsuit on behalf of a

and settled for $14.7 billion. (They could still face criminal

larger group, or class. For example, Volkswagen was

charges later.) Because this was a class action suit, all the

recently sued because it advertised its diesel vehicles

plaintiffs received an equitable amount of the settlement.

as being “clean diesel” with low nitrous oxide emissions.
But it turns out they programmed the cars to perform

The class action suit filed against Champion Petfoods

up to EPA standards when they were being tested, but

states that the company has engaged in deception

they were actually polluting up to 40 times the legal limit

in their packaging and marketing by stating that their

on the road. They were sued by the government, car

food is “as close to what animals would eat in nature as

dealerships, and consumers. If all of these individuals and

possible” and free of anything “nature did not intend for

organizations had to sue Volkswagen separately, they

your dog to eat.” “Nowhere in the labeling, advertising,

would each face the company alone and either settle or

statements, warranties and/or packaging,” the suit
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continues, does Champion disclose that their foods

information, documents, and depositions to determine

“contain levels of arsenic, mercury, lead, cadmium and/

the facts of a case. Discovery in this case would likely

or Bisphenol A (BPA),” “all known to pose health risks to

include additional independent testing of Champion’s pet

humans and animals, including dogs.”

food products. Personally, I hope that the case gets that
far; I would like to see hard data that wasn’t measured by

The suit included measurements of these heavy metals,

either Champion or the unreliable Clean Label Project.

but only for dog foods. The suit also mentions the Clean
Label Project, the shady organization I wrote about in

If you have any questions about the class action suit or

the September/October 2017 issue (“The Clean Label

would like to inquire about joining it, you can contact

Project Asks: Are We Poisoning Our Pets with Kibble?”).

Lockridge Grindal Nauen at +1 (612) 339-6900.

Clean Label claims to have found worrisome levels of
heavy metals and toxins in all kinds of pet foods sold

Case Information

in the United States. However, they will only share

Plaintiff: Jennifer Reitman et al.

their actual data with people who purchase it and sign

Defendant: Champion Petfoods USA, Inc. and Champion

a nondisclosure agreement. This isn’t how scientific

Petfoods LP

research is supposed to work, which I wrote about in our

Court: United States District Court for the Central District of

November/December 2017 issue (“Is the Clean Label

California

Project Playing Dirty?”). However, the saga involving

Case number: 2:18-cv-01736

Champion Petfoods isn’t easy to dismiss, since Champion

Judge: David O. Carter

acknowledged the levels of heavy metals in their food in
a white paper they published in May 2017. According

Additional References

to the white paper, their cat foods contain an average

Champion Petfoods. “Class Action Complaint -- Distributor

of 1.36 mg/kg of arsenic, 0.09 mg/kg of cadmium, 0.17

and Retail Communication.” Published on 19 March 2018.

mg/kg of lead, and 0.03 mg/kg of mercury. They did not

(Statement)

address BPA or other heavy metals, though the suit

Champion Petfoods. “Dear Fellow Pet Lovers.” Published on

includes measurements of BPA that the plaintiffs found

19 March 2018. (Statement)

in their dog foods.

Champion Petfoods. “Orijen and Acana Foods in Comparison
to Pet Food Safety Standards.” Published in May 2017.

The class action suit is not arguing that these levels are

http://www.championpetfoods.com/wp-content/themes/

necessarily dangerous for pets. It is arguing that it is

champion-petfoods/res/research/Champion-Petfoods-

deceptive for the company to fail to disclose these levels

White-Paper-Heavy-Metals.pdf. Access 18 May 2018. (White

AND advertise that their food is biologically appropriate,

paper)

sourced from natural ingredients, and made with protein
sources that are “deemed fit for human consumption.”
Champion has filed a motion to dismiss the hearing, which
is currently scheduled for 6 August 2018. Champion has
called the suit “baseless” and “frivolous,” claiming that
there are “minuscule amounts” of heavy metals in their
foods and that these levels “are a safe and common
component of both human and animal diets.”
With the case relying heavily on the Clean Label Project,
it’s impossible to know right now whether this case is
indeed baseless. Even law firms don’t necessarily know
if there’s anything to a case until they’ve completed
discovery, the process by which both sides gather
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Raw or
Kibble?
What
Science
Says
about
What to
Feed Your
Ferret
By Courtney Stoker
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Ask what to feed your fuzzy in any online ferret

PET FOOD TERMS

community and you are apt to receive hundreds of
responses decisively telling you the right and wrong

KIBBLE: Pet food made of ground meal shaped into pellets

foods.

and dried. Kibble can be baked or extruded. Extrusion is in
which a dough is cooked with steam and hot water, then

Despite consensus among ferret lovers, what is

pushed through shaped die (extruded), and finished off in a

accepted as truth about ferret diet is often mere

dryer to remove remaining moisture.

conjecture. For example, here are three unchallenged
“facts” I see in my ferret Facebook groups regularly:

RMBD (RAW MEAT-BASED DIET): An umbrella term that
refers to any diet that primarily includes raw meat, including

Pea protein in kibble causes
bladder stones.
This falsehood seems to stem from a belief that all
ferret bladder stones are created equal. There are
three kinds of bladder stones a ferret can get: struvite
stones, calcium oxalate stones, and cystine stones.
Struvite and calcium oxalate stones are common
in ferrets and are heavily influenced by diet. Not
enough animal-based protein and too much plantbased protein in a ferret’s diet can cause urine pH to
be too high and struvite stones to form. An excess of
calcium (a necessary nutrient) and oxalate (created
when metabolizing plant-based protein or vitamin
C) causes calcium oxalate stones, which can occur in
both acidic and alkaline urine.
When people identify pea protein however, and not
just any plant-based protein, they are talking about
a particular food: ZuPreem Grain-Free Ferret Food.
This food has a high amount of pea protein and has
been correlated with cystine bladder stones, the rare
kind. But cystine stones are rare because they are
the result of a genetic defect in a ferret’s kidneys. The
kidneys are unable to reabsorb certain amino acids,
the least soluble of which is cysteine. (Cysteine is
an amino acid, and cystine is two cysteines that are
chemically linked together.) Urine pH is also a factor
in whether the unabsorbed cystine will crystallize, but
urine pH is affected by all plant-based proteins, not
just pea protein. The conclusion that pea protein in
ZuPreem food causes cystine stones is a guess with
no evidence behind it. Cystine stones are so rare that
very little research is conducted on them, so we may
never know why this particular formula of ZuPreem
was correlated with stones. But any ferret without

muscle, organs, and/or bones. RMBDs can include some
vegetable and fruit content, but they don’t have to. RMBDs
can be commercially produced fresh, frozen, or freezedried. RMBDs can also be homemade.
WHOLE PREY DIET: This kind of diet is designed to
resemble the natural diet of an animal’s wild ancestors. In
it, only raw meat, organs, and bones are fed, excluding any
vegetable, fruit, and grain products. Whole prey can, but
does not necessarily, consist of feeding entire, unbutchered
animals. “Whole” here can simply mean unprocessed.
BARF (BIOLOGICALLY-APPROPRIATE RAW FOOD) DIET:
The acronym BARF is used mostly to talk specifically about
canine diets, which should include some amount of fruit
and vegetable content. We won’t use BARF to talk about
ferret diets.
FEED GRADE: In the United States, refers to food that is
considered unsafe for human consumption.
FOOD GRADE: In the United States, refers to food that
considered safe for human consumption.
ANIMAL BY-PRODUCTS: In the European Union, byproducts are parts of an animal that are not intended
for human consumption, such as blood, certain internal
organs, connective tissue, bones, skin, and fat. In the United
States, by-products actually refer to ANY part of an animal
that is not muscle meat, including food-grade chicken
eggs. By-products are not necessarily unsafe for human
consumption.
COMMON ANIMAL BY-PRODUCTS ARE: Blood, internal
organs, connective tissue, bones, skin, fat, feathers, eggs,
gelatin, honey, and rennet.
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the genetic defect is extremely unlikely to develop cystine

up, we not only don’t know if it’s true, we also don’t know

stones, no matter what food they eat.

what types or levels of carbohydrates may be dangerous.

TL;DR: Any food that is high in plant-based (not just pea)

Ferrets should be fed raw meat
and eggs only. No kibble is good
for them.

protein can contribute to struvite and calcium oxalate
bladder stones. We know avoiding plant-based protein
can help with cystine stones, but they are caused by a
genetic defect and may occur even with a good diet.

While there are certainly some concerns about kibble

Kibble causes insulinoma.

diets, there are unfortunately no long-term studies on

This is another hypothesis elevated to a fact on the

kibble diet. Many ferrets live long, healthy lives on kibble

internet. The premise is that a high-carbohydrate diet
spurs excess insulin production (like it does in humans)
that eventually causes cancerous growth. It’s not a bad

the benefits or risks of feeding ferrets a raw diet vs. a
diets. Kibble feeders don’t typically hype kibble like raw
feeders do raw and whole prey diets, so you don’t see as
many of those healthy ferrets online.

guess, but without any peer-reviewed studies to back it

DON’T TRUST ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE
It’s easy for us to fall for anecdotal evidence (I fed my ferrets

Are you seeing the problems here? Even if one half of my

X food for years and they all lived to be over 10 years old!).

ferrets lives longer, I have no way of determining why.

The more people that give you anecdotal evidence, and

Maybe it was the composition of their diets. Maybe it

the more people that repeat their conclusions, the easier

was how much they ate, since one population could be

it is to accept an unproven statement as truth. But here

eating more than the other without my knowing it. Maybe

are the reasons you shouldn’t:

it’s because they lived indoors or outdoors. Maybe it’s
because they lived with other ferrets or separately. Maybe

Anecdotal evidence is
uncontrolled.
“Control” in a study means that you are accounting for
different variables.
Say I want to determine if ferrets eating a raw meat diet
live longer than those eating a kibble diet. I put half my
ferrets in a house with a caretaker whose full-time job is
watch over them and feed them raw foods. I don’t keep
track of the amount of food they eat or when they eat. I

it’s because they received more or less attention from a
caretaker. Maybe my full-time caretaker was more likely
to observe illnesses and other health issues than I was, so
her ferrets received more veterinary care. There’s no way
to know. No one with anecdotal evidence about their pet
ferrets is likely to have set up a controlled experiment,
making it impossible to draw any conclusions that can be
applied to other ferrets.

Anecdotal evidence has a small
sample size.

just tell the caretaker to give them food whenever. Then
I house the rest of my ferrets in outdoor cages and I take

Have you ever heard anyone say, “My grandfather/

care of them myself, but I have a job. So I check on them

mother/uncle/brother smoked a pack a day and lived

maybe twice a day. I keep all of them in separate cages, so

to be 90 years old?” The problem with using this kind

I keep track of how much each ferret eats a day.

of statement to prove that cigarettes are not harmful is
that a single person can be an exception. Hell, a large
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group of people who are not representative of all other
people can be an exception. There are established rules

You may find a review article (like this one) that bases

and methods for choosing representative populations in

its conclusions on studies done by other people. Review

scientific studies for a reason. If your sample size is too

articles are not always be published in peer-reviewed

small or not representative, any conclusions you draw

journals. In that case, you should check out their sources

are completely unreliable.

(they should always be listed with enough information for
you to find them), make sure they are peer-reviewed, and

Anecdotal evidence is usually
colored by bias.
People are more likely to notice exceptions than the rule.
They are more likely to assume that two things that happen
close together have a cause-and-effect relationship.
They are more likely to draw conclusions that support
a hypothesis they desire. Basically, humans are really
bad at drawing logical conclusions not distorted by our
expectations and desires. That’s why we developed the
scientific method. If we were good at drawing conclusions
from the things happening around us, we wouldn’t need

carefully determine if the conclusions the author draws
make sense. Did the author just pick a single study that
agrees with them and avoid a field full of contradictory
ones? Did they make an argument that the original study
doesn’t seem to support? Just seeing a list of research
at the end of an article does not, unfortunately, mean
that the article is giving you useable information based
on good science. You have to do some research on your
own and make sure that author isn’t duping you.

Trustworthy writers and
publications.

so many rules when creating experiments!
If you find an author or publication that consistently does
a good job, then it’s okay to trust them without extensively
researching every article they ever write. If they write

WHAT EVIDENCE
SHOULD YOU TRUST?

something you feel sketchy about, though, keep digging!

So if you can’t trust other ferret owners and you can’t

white answers you may see in other places, but that’s

even really trust yourself, who can you trust? The answer
is scientific studies. But you can’t just assume any article
you read that uses science-y words is giving you the truth.
Here’s what I look for to help me find the best information
to take care of my ferrets:

Peer-reviewed studies.
A peer-reviewed journal is a journal in which the articles it

In this article, we want to give you the lay of the land when
it comes to ferret nutrition. We won’t give you black-andbecause ferret nutrition hasn’t been studied enough for
those. We believe an honest understanding of what is
and isn’t know about ferret diet is better than confident
advice with no evidence behind it.
We also encourage you not to take our word for it. Look
into the studies we cite and use the further reading at the
end of this article to kickstart your own research on this
topic.

publishes are first reviewed and critiqued by other experts
in the field. This practice acts as a defense against bad
science. Peer-reviewed journals take their reputations
seriously and will do what they can to keep bad science out
of their publications. Any studies that you take seriously
should be published in a peer-reviewed journal. (Some
textbooks are also peer-reviewed, particularly those used
for post-secondary education.)
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WHAT ARE YOUR FERRET’S
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS?
Unlike with cats and dogs, we don’t know the specific

Most of the estimates vets and researchers use to

nutritional requirements of ferrets. According to Cathy A.

determine good diets for ferrets are based on research

Johnson-Delaney, we cannot know these requirements

conducted on European polecats and mink.

until we have conducted studies that feed “purified

Johnson-Delaney writes that “mink diets have been

diets” to large groups of ferrets, allowing researchers to

extensively researched, and their requirements seem to

isolate particular nutrients. No studies like this have been

be similar to those of other animals including cats. It is

conducted, which is why Johnson-Delaney says that “there

safe to assume that ferrets have similar requirements.”

are many gaps in what is known about ferrets’ specific

Vets and researchers have also used ferrets’ biology to

requirements.”

draw conclusions about what ferrets need to eat.
Based on this research, here is what we currently believe ferrets need in their diet:

REQUIREMENT

HEALTHY, ADULT FERRETS

KITS, BREEDING JILLS, NURSING JILLS

Calories

200-300 calories per kilogram of body
weight

375-750 calories per kilogram of body
weight

Fat

18-35% of calories

25-35% of calories

High-quality, meat-based
protein

30-35% of calories

35% of calories

Less than 10-30% of calories
Carbohydrates

Cooked starch-based carbs (like potato, beans, peas, and corn) are better than
fiber-based ones (like grains and cereals).

Calcium and phosphorus

Ratio of 1:1

Riboflavin (vitamin B2)

3 milligrams per kilogram of body weight

Pyridoxine (vitamin B6)

1 milligram per kilogram of dry food

Folic acid (vitamin B9)

0.5 milligram per kilogram of dry food

Niacin (vitamin B3)

20 milligrams per kilogram of dry food

Pantothenic acid (vitamin B5)

500-750 micrograms per kilogram of body weight

Menadione (vitamin K3)

1 microgram per kilogram of body weight

Biotin

100-200 micrograms per kilogram of dry food
3 times as much water as dry food

Water

Raw and wet food contain water, so ferrets fed raw or wet food
will require less water.
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We won’t get into much detail about the ferret digestive
system here, but you can learn more by reading Cathy A.
Johnson-Delaney’s “Ferret Nutrition” and J. A. Bell’s “Ferret
Nutrition.” Full citations can be found in the References and
Further Reading section at the end of this article.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS
AND RISKS OF A RAW
MEAT-BASED DIET?

According to Johnson-Delaney, “the main source of calories [in
a ferret’s diet] should be fat” because “when fat is metabolized,
it releases twice as much energy as either carbohydrates or
protein. Diets with as much as 40% fat have been fed to
ferrets without apparent injury, but 15% to 30% fat for pets is
generally considered sufficient.”
Plant- and grain-based protein cannot be digested as
efficiently.

Many ferret owners believe that a raw meat-based diet
(RMBD) is the most nutritious option for ferrets, primarily
because it is similar to the diet of ferrets’ wild ancestors. The
argument is that what is natural is clearly best; advocates
of RMBDs frequently use terms like natural, ancestral, and
biologically appropriate to describe these diets.
This argument is particularly enticing for ferret owners
because it is widely understood that ferrets are an

Ferrets also need the following:
•

Arachidonic acid, a fatty acid present in animal tissues
and fish oil

•

Taurine, present in animal tissues

•

Iron

•

Copper

•

Sodium, but salt poisoning has been reported in
ferrets fed diets high in salted fish

•

Chlorine

•

Zinc

•

Magnesium

•

Iodine

•

Potassium

•

Vitamin A, though a diet with a lot of liver can cause
an excess of vitamin A and skeletal abnormalities

•

Vitamin E, a deficiency of which can occur when
ferrets are fed raw meat or fish that contain rancid fat

•

Thiamin, a deficiency of which can occur when ferrets
are fed diets with a lot of eggs

unhealthy species. Extensive inbreeding, particularly
by large commercial breeders, seems to have led to
catastrophic results: shorter lifespans, genetic defects,
and increased frequency of disease. Compared to ferrets,
European polecats and steppe polecats seem hearty and
robust. Aligning your ferret’s care with their healthier
ancestors seems like a no-brainer.
While it is possible that RMBDs are better for ferrets, the
argument that a natural diet is better because it is natural
is not sound. Natural is not always better. We reject all
kinds of things found regularly in nature, like cannibalism,
murder, and infanticide. And we clearly embrace
unnatural things that improve the human condition, like
modern medicine and clothing (especially in the snow!).
In fact, this argument (it’s natural, therefore it’s good) is
an informal fallacy called either the naturalistic fallacy or
appeal to nature. This simply means that “it’s natural” is
not a good enough argument for feeding ferrets (or any
other domesticated animal) RMBDs. But there are other,
more compelling arguments to consider:

Greater digestibility
RMBDs are easier to digest than commercial kibbles.
Ferrets have short intestinal tracts, and the result is that
their bodies cannot absorb as many nutrients, even
compared to other carnivores such as cats. Meat diets are
easier on the digestive system, ensuring that ferrets can
digest enough protein to meet their requirements.
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Higher protein and fat

Raw meat has the potential to contain harmful bacteria

RMBDs usually contain high levels of meat-based protein

RMBDs frequently contain E. coli, Listeria monocytogenes,

and parasites. Many studies have shown that commercial

and fat, both essential elements to a healthy ferret diet.

Salmonella, Staphylococcus aureus (the bacteria that

Lower carbohydrates

most pet food recalls in the United States in 2018 have

RMBDs usually contain no or very low levels of
carbohydrates. According to Sharman M. Hoppes, ferrets
“do not metabolize carbohydrates well” and also “have
difficulty digesting fiber.” J.A. Bell concurs, indicating
that diets “with more carbohydrates and less protein
are associated with poor reproductive performance
and growth and greater susceptibility to infectious and
metabolic diseases.”

Better dental health

causes staph infections), and other pathogens. In fact,
been for commercially-produced raw foods that contain
these and other dangerous bacteria.
These kinds of pathogens are also frequently found in meat
intended for human consumption, which is why warnings
about cooking meat thoroughly can be found in any place
where you buy food, from grocery stores to restaurants.
Davies warns that freezing meat does not eliminate
pathogens. In particular, freezing does not kill E. coli,
Listeria,

Salmonella,

Campylobacter

(causes

food

poisoning), or Clostridia (can cause gastrointestinal
problems in ferrets). In fact, freezing and then thawing

According to Robert R. Church, kibble diets can lead to a

meat can actually increase the amount of Salmonella. The

buildup of plaque and increased dental attrition, a loss

only “reliable methods for killing bacteria,” Davies warns,

of tooth tissue as a result of tooth-to-tooth contact (like

are “cooking, irradiation, or pasteurisation.” (Cooking

teeth grinding). Ferret teeth have evolved to eat raw prey,

and pasteurization both change the molecular structure

so RMBDs don’t typically cause the same issues.

of meat, thus changing the nutritional values. Cooked or
pasteurized meat is not appropriate for ferret diets, but
irradiated meat may be.)

Despite these arguments, however, many vets and

Because of this risk, the American Veterinary Medical

veterinary organizations are anti-RMBD. This is because

Association (AVMA) and Canadian Veterinary Medical

while the benefits of RMBDs are not well-studied, the risks

Association have adopted an anti-RMBD stance. In a blog

are. We don’t have any studies showing better outcomes

post explaining the rationale behind their policy, the AVMA

with RMBD-fed companion animals, but we have many

claims that their policies are based on “scientific facts.” In

studies showing that there are risks:

this case, those facts are 1) that “scientific studies have
shown that raw and undercooked protein can be sources

Pathogen risk
For most vets, this is the most compelling reason to avoid
RMBDs. Mike Davies, a vocal British anti-RMBD vet, believes
that RMBDs are irresponsible because owners are unable
to prevent spreading pathogens to their pets, themselves,
and other humans. (Many people believe that obligate
carnivores, such as ferrets, are better equipped to resist
pathogens, but I wasn’t able to find any evidence that they
are able to resist pathogens that are specific to processed
foods, like Listeria monocytogenes.)

of infection with” dangerous bacteria and 2) “unless raw
protein has been subject to a process that eliminates
pathogens that can make pets and people ill, it poses a
significant public health risk to both pets and pet owners.”
Nick Thompson argues that the studies finding pathogens
and large numbers of food recalls shouldn’t worry pet
owners in the United Kingdom. He argues that “legislation
demands less of manufacturers” in the United States and
Canada and that “UK legislation is much tighter historically
than in the US.” While Thompson may be right, one of
the larger studies locating pathogens in commerciallyproduced raw foods was conducted in the Netherlands
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by Freek P. J. van Bree. In addition, British vets do not, in

You may be thinking, but the AVMA is in the pocket of pet

general, agree with Thompson’s claim that raw food is safe

food companies! I won’t argue whether that’s true or not

in the UK. While British legislation is generally tighter when

here. But I will point out that RMBDs are a rapidly expanding,

it comes to food safety, bacteria will naturally thrive in raw

highly profitable new market for pet food companies. If these

meat unless it has been cooked, irradiated, or pasteurized.

companies were to try and buy a position from veterinary
organizations, they would want those organizations to be

Poor nutritional balance
The consensus among vets in the 2017 British Veterinary
Nursing Association (BVNA) congress was “that homemade

pro-RMBD. They would want the AVMA to say that homemade
raw foods are dangerous, but their RMBD products are safe.
That’s not what’s happening. The AVMA’s position is that both
homemade and commercial RMBDs are unsafe.

raw feeding is dangerous because it is so difficult to get
right in terms of nutrients and balance,” according to
Adele Waters.
Davies argues that an all-meat diet can lead to providing
an animal with “no calcium and a large amount of
phosphate,” which can lead to “poor bone mineralisation
and spontaneous fractures.”
In her review of research on RMBDs for cats and dogs, Lisa
M. Freeman cites 3 studies in which RMBDs were tested. In
the first study, 3 home-prepared and 2 commercial RMBDs
were all found to have “multiple nutritional imbalances,
some of which could have important adverse effects on
the health of the animals.” In another study, of the 94

WHAT ARE THE RISKS
AND BENEFITS OF A
KIBBLE DIET?
The question of what kind of kibbles are best for ferrets is
a heated one, in part because the vast majority of kibbles,
including those marketed exclusively for ferrets, are not
very good for ferrets. This is one of the risks of feeding a
kibble diet:

High carbohydrates

recipes analyzed, “none had adequate concentrations of
all essential nutrients.” In the last study, 95% of the 200

Many (but not all) ferret and cat foods contain much

recipes analyzed “had at least 1 essential nutrient below

higher levels of carbohydrates than are good for ferrets.

AAFCO [Association of American Feed Control Officials]

In addition, starchy carbohydrates (which are better

minimums” and 84% had “multiple deficiencies.”

for ferrets) are typically in lower levels than grain-based
carbohydrates.

In short, while the nutritional requirements of ferrets can
certainly be met with a raw meat-based diet, it’s a lot harder
for owners to do it right. While high-quality commercial
kibble provides a good balance of the vitamins and
minerals ferrets need, the same cannot be said of various
meat sources. Raw feeders must carefully determine the
levels of calcium, phosphorus, vitamin B, vitamin K, biotin,
and other nutrients in the food they give their ferrets. They
may need to give their ferrets vitamin supplements, taking
care not to provide an excess of nutrients that can harm
ferrets (like vitamin A).
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Vegetable protein

Very low risk of pathogens

Many (but not all) ferret and cat foods inflate their protein

While there have been high-profile cases of dry pet food

levels with vegetable proteins, instead of the high quality

recalls, like the melamine-tainted pet food scandal in

meat-sourced proteins that ferrets need.

2007, the vast majority of food recalls over the past ten
years have involved wet or raw foods, not kibble. Dry foods

Poor dental health
According to Robert R. Church, kibble diets can lead to a
buildup of plaque and increased dental attrition, a loss
of tooth tissue as a result of tooth-to-tooth contact (like
teeth grinding). He advises ferret owners who feed their
ferrets kibble diets to use “regular tooth brushing with a
non-fluoridated” toothpaste and to get “periodic dental
inspections, gingival probing, and tooth cleaning and
polishing” at a vet.
However, there are also benefits to feeding a kibble diet:

Good balance of vitamins and
minerals

are cooked (either baked or extruded), which kills the kind
of dangerous bacteria and parasites that can be found
in RMBDs. Unlike with raw foods, it’s safe if your ferret
stashes kibble somewhere secret for later.
It’s important to note that two of the risks I cited (high
carbohydrates and vegetable proteins) can be mostly
avoided by being picky about the kibble you feed.
When evaluating a ferret or high-quality cat food, use
the guidelines below to evaluate the packaging’s list of
ingredients and guaranteed analysis. (Note that if you
live in a country that doesn’t require this information to
be included in the packaging, it might be better for you to
import a high-quality food from a country that does.) Don’t
rely solely on other people’s lists or recommendations.
Check the labels yourself.

According to Johnson-Delaney, “ferrets on high-quality cat
or ferret foods do not have mineral deficiencies unless
they are persistently fed a supplement of a medication
(eg, tetracycline) that drastically unbalances the diet.
Commercial diets are considered adequate in iron, copper,
sodium, chlorine, zinc, magnesium, and potassium.” Even
low-quality ferret foods, like Marshall’s Premium Ferret,
contain an appropriate calcium to phosphorus ratio and
enough thiamin, riboflavin, niacin, pantothenic acid, folic
acid, pyridoxine, biotin, and even metabolizable energy
(calories) to support a healthy ferret. This doesn’t mean
that foods like Marshall’s are good for your ferret, merely
that even lower-quality foods tend to have a good balance
of vitamins and minerals, allowing you to focus on the
quality and amount of carbohydrates, protein, and fat. With
kibble, you can take the other nutritional requirements of
your ferrets for granted, something that cannot be done
with raw feeding.
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IN THE INGREDIENT LIST
In most countries, this list is ordered from
the highest concentration to the lowest
concentration. Thus, there is more of the
first ingredient in the food than there is of
the second ingredient. In kibble, this usually
means any ingredients beyond the first 5 are
typically only found in very small amounts (less
than 5%).
Ingredients should include no sweeteners and
no or very little fruit.
First 5 ingredients should only include:
•

Named meats (can be deboned,
dehydrated, etc.)

•

Named meat meal

•

Named meat by-products (like eggs,
gelatin, and organs)

•

Named animal fats or oil

“Named” here means that the label doesn’t just
say “meat,” but the specific meat. This helps you

IN THE GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

While the guaranteed analysis tells you how
much protein and fat are in the food, it doesn’t
tell you the source. A food may say it has 50%
protein but most of it comes from vegetables,
making most of the protein not digestible for
a ferret. This is why you must check both the
ingredients list AND the guaranteed analysis.
Crude protein level of at least 35%
Crude fat level of at least 20% and up to 40%
Crude fiber of less than 5%
If listed, ratio of calcium to phosphorus should
be close to 1:1
In the USA, calcium and phosphorus are only
required for dog food guaranteed analysis, but
some cat foods do voluntarily list it.

identify high-quality sources. The only exception
is meat protein isolate. In the USA, this protein
source is made exclusively from pork but
guidelines don’t allow packaging to label it as
anything other than “meat protein isolate.”

HOW TO DECIDE YOUR
FERRET’S DIET
If you’ve read this far and still don’t know what’s best

Like with RMBDs, variety may be required to meet your

to feed your ferret, you’re not alone. There are risks no

ferret’s needs. For example, a commonly recommended

matter what you choose and there are no large-scale

food is Wysong Ferret Epigen, but this food had 62%

controlled studies that look at foods and how they affect

protein (way more than needed) and only has 18% crude

ferret health, longevity, or well-being. We don’t even really

fat, meaning it should be supplemented with a food that

know what nutrients ferrets need, how many calories they

has a higher fat content but can have less than an ideal

need, how much protein they need, or how much fat they

protein content.

need. The numbers I’ve cited in this article aren’t even
based on researching ferrets; they’re mostly based on
studying mink! In short, the high confidence many ferret
owners have about ferret diet is unwarranted.
So when choosing your ferret’s diet, be gentle with yourself
and other ferrents. We’re all doing the best we can.
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Ferrets and the Business of Flu Research
BY DR. ROSE-ANNE MEISSNER, PHD

Ferrets have served as subjects in influenza (flu) research

Since this publication, ferrets have taught us a

since the early 1930s, when a seminal paper established

tremendous amount about influenza and the viruses

that ferrets can be infected with the flu virus. In a 1933

that cause it, including basic pathogenesis, transmission

paper, Wilson Smith and colleagues described some of

from one individual to another, drug treatments, viral

the symptoms exhibited by their furry subjects:

drug resistance, age-related susceptibility to flu, and
vaccine development. In fact, John A. Maher and Joanne

“Coincidently, with the primary rise of temperature
the ferret looks ill, is quiet and lethargic, often
refuses food, and may show signs of muscular
weakness...The [ferret] sneezes frequently, yawns
repeatedly, and in many cases breathes partly
through the mouth with wheezy or stertorous
sounds which clearly indicate a considerable
degree of nasal obstruction. Such obstruction

DeStefano go so far as to say, “there has been so much
use of the ferret in the research of the influenza virus
that it would be impossible to summarize all aspects of
the studies done with ferrets in the scope of” their review
article.
I won’t attempt to summarize all of that research in this
article, either. Instead, I’ll highlight four relatively recent
studies in which ferrets play a key role in furthering our
understanding of flu, including a very exciting paper which

rarely accompanies a copious nasal discharge.

suggests that a computational algorithm may be superior

The tip of the nose is often very pale. The signs of

to ferret-based testing in its ability to predict the efficacy

illness may last for only a few days but sometimes
continue for ten days, after which the ferret again
becomes perfectly normal.”

of annual flu vaccines. But before we jump to the ferret
research, I’ll provide a short overview on why influenza
research is important enough to involve ferrets and what
some of the major challenges are in that field.
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Influenza: A Short Introduction

emerge from the cell as a novel flu virus, one that a human
immune system doesn’t recognize. This phenomenon is

From a human disease perspective, influenza comes in

called antigenic shift. If this novel flu virus is also able

two main types: seasonal and pandemic. All flu is caused

to transmit easily from person to person, a serious

by viruses in the influenza family. Seasonal flu is caused

public health crisis can emerge. Pandemics are rare but

by a relatively moderate member of the family; through

extremely deadly: there have been three flu pandemics

mutations, it can change each year. The seasonal flu

in the 20th century, and some medical experts, such as

virus circulates among human populations and causes

Dr. Sanjay Gupta, warn that we are due for a pandemic

illness; it’s most threatening to people who have weak

any time now. Gupta suggests that rapid vaccine

or weakened immune systems. Through exposure to

development against a pandemic flu strain is our best

different flu viruses over the years, most of us build an

hope for saving lives when a particularly deadly flu virus

immunity to influenza, making it easier for our immune

makes its presence among us known.

systems to recognize and defeat a new seasonal flu
virus. Because of this, seasonal flu does not typically

You have probably heard the terms “bird flu” and “swine

create a health crisis. In addition, the annual flu vaccine

flu,” as these are terms that were used to describe recent

is designed to help build people’s immunity against

outbreaks of flu in different parts of the world. “Bird” and

seasonal flu viruses.

“swine” refer to the type of animal from which the flu
strain emerged. The most infamous bird flu is caused by

Pandemic flu, on the other hand, is far more dangerous

a virus called H5N1; there was an outbreak of H5N1 in

and life-threatening. A pandemic flu virus was responsible

Asia over the course of several years in the early 2000s.

for the Spanish Flu in 1918, which killed an estimated 20

The most dangerous variant of swine flu is a virus called

to 50 million people worldwide. Pandemic flu viruses

H1N1, which caused a pandemic in 2009 that killed an

emerge from non-human animal populations, such as

estimated 284,500 people according to the World Health

birds or pigs. When two different flu viruses infect the

Organization (WHO). An older H1N1 virus was the cause

same cell, the genes of those viruses can be mixed and

of the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic.
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Ferrets: Helping Us Unlock Flu Science

Another flu study used ferrets to study a drug-resistant
H5N1 flu virus isolated from a Vietnamese girl. Q. Mai

Ferrets have been used to study both H5N1 and H1N1.

Le and colleagues infected ferrets with a drug-resistant

In 2012, a pair of papers were published on how the

virus and a drug-sensitive virus and were able to confirm,

H5N1 virus could mutate to become more transmissible

using five animals per group, that the virus isolated

among mammals. Before these studies, H5N1 was

from the patient was indeed resistant to oseltamivir, an

transmitted from birds (such as poultry flocks) to

antiviral drug more commonly known as Tamiflu. The

humans but was not passed from human to human. In

ferret portion of this study was essential for establishing

one of these studies, Sander Herfst and colleagues used

that the drug-resistant quality of the isolated virus was

DNA technology to introduce several specific mutations

replicable in a bigger sample size, not just the single

and then used ferrets to “passage” the virus ten times.

patient from whom the virus was initially isolated.

This means that throat and nasal swabs were collected
from infected ferrets, virus amounts were quantified

In a third study, ferrets were used to study two versions

using cultured cells, and the virus was introduced to

of H1N1 virus: a version with pandemic potential (2009

uninfected ferrets via the nose. After passaging the

H1N1) and a seasonal variant (seasonal H1N1). 2009

virus, the authors sequenced the DNA of the virus and

H1N1 was found to be more pathogenic in ferrets,

determined that the virus had accumulated additional,

with the ability to replicate widely within the respiratory

spontaneous mutations. Furthermore, this virus was

tract, including the nasal cavity, trachea, bronchi, and

now capable of infecting ferrets kept in nearby cages,

bronchioles. Seasonal H1N1, in contrast, only replicated

thus confirming that the virus had acquired the ability

in the nasal cavity. 2009 H1N1 was also produced

to transmit from one animal to another through the

in slightly higher amounts than seasonal H1N1. The

air. The conversion of H5N1 into an airborne version

ferrets infected with 2009 H1N1 showed more serious

sparked a considerable controversy among biosecurity

illness, including runny nose and inflammation along the

officials in the United States because of the potential

respiratory tract. Ferrets infected with seasonal H1N1

for such a virus to be used by terrorists as a biological

showed only a mild runny nose.

weapon. The U.S. National Science Advisory Board for
Biosecurity initially recommended that the two research

Perhaps the most exciting news is from a fourth study

groups remove key details from their papers, according

that questions whether ferrets are the best model for

to an article published by Martin Enserink and David

predicting a flu vaccine’s efficacy. In a paper authored

Malakoff on Science magazine’s website. The Board later

by Melia E. Bonomo and Michael Deem, a computational

reversed its recommendation, in part due to the outcry

tool called pEpitope was used to predict the efficacy

from scientists about the importance of sharing the full

of the 2018-2019 seasonal flu vaccine and found its

results from these studies with the rest of the scientific

effectiveness to be only about 20 percent. This figure

community.

means that among vaccinated people, 20 percent fewer
will get the flu compared to unvaccinated people. The

There are at least two caveats to the study by Sander

pEpitope method was also able to predict retroactively

Herfst and colleagues that may limit its relevance to

the efficacy of 40 years’ worth of vaccines. In contrast,

human health. A general caveat to ferret flu studies is

testing in ferrets is only one-third as accurate at

that the subjects, young ferrets, have no immunity to flu.

predicting vaccines’ effectiveness. These results suggest

This lack of immunity makes them more similar to young

that pEpitope is far easier, cheaper, and preferable to

children who have little or no flu immunity. In contrast,

testing vaccines in ferrets.

most adult humans have some acquired immunity to flu
due to exposure to different strains of flu over the years.

Why, you might be wondering, is the flu vaccine’s

Second, some flu strains can pass between ferrets and

effectiveness so low? 20 percent doesn’t sound like

not humans.

much protection against the flu, especially if you, like
me, have a general aversion to needles and blood. The
answer lies in how flu vaccine is produced. Flu vaccines
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are made in chicken eggs, and unfortunately, flu vaccine
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If you’ve been around the online ferret community for a

During the first year we had him, we took him everywhere-

while, then you may have heard of The Modern Ferret, a

-friend’s houses, parent’s houses, grandparent’s houses,

new business run by ferret entrepreneurs that has been

parks, universities, road trips, you name it! After a year

growing in popularity. As a fellow ferret-related business

of that, we sort of non-verbally decided to make it a life-

owner, I’ve been closely following their journey and

goal to make people see ferrets the way we do. Ferrets

admiring their incredible photography and products.

are LITERALLY THE BEST PET EVER and yet there is still
so much skepticism around these amazing creatures. The

The owners are Haley and Channing, and they were kind

Modern Ferret’s goal became “To celebrate the inherent

enough to speak with me about their journey to success

beauty of ferrets worldwide.”

and their future goals for The Modern Ferret.
The first product we ever made--the catalyst for all this--

How did The Modern Ferret get started?

was just a silly little idea we had for a greeting card. It was
my coworker’s birthday, and I thought “hey, let’s snap a

It all started the day we met the love of our life, Moose.

quick picture of Moose and print out a homemade design”.

I’m sure you remember fondly the moment you picked

Well, the card was an absolute hit and we never really

your clumsy, tiny kit out from the litter. Moose was so itty

looked back! From then on, we started training Moose to

and all black except for a stark white muzzle. He was also

stay still and do tricks on command, and then uploaded

the only one in the litter that didn’t nip. I can still feel his

the best snapshots to Instagram. We also started racking

barely-5 oz (142 gram) body resting in the crook of my

our brains for what would be the coolest way to show

arm, belly up, eyes wide open with curiosity. He lightly

our love of ferrets if we were our own customers. That’s

batted at the hair hanging down from my face, and then he

how our ferret hair clips, giant 11x17 calendars, and

tucked himself in tighter, begging for us to take him home.

smartphone emoji sticker packs came about. I wear my

It’s been almost 4 years now and we’ve been absolutely

ferret hair clip proudly at least once a week and love to

HOOKED since day one. We like to joke that Moose alone

tell anyone who will listen about the ferret who inspired it.

is responsible for 50% of our overall happiness in life. To
be honest, it’s not far from the truth!
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Is The Modern Ferret your full-time gig?
What is your vision for the future?
Currently, this is just a part-time operation, but our dream
is to grow it into something much bigger. Not a day goes
by that I don't dream about a little brick and mortar store
that sells trendy items for all small pet owners--exotics,
too. Hopefully, our Instagram and Etsy store will continue
to grow internationally, and maybe this dream can one
day become a reality. I also find myself daydreaming about
starting the first-ever ferret cafe (I can't be the only one
out there!).
There are so many aspects about what we do that we
truly love. Everything from sketching cute product ideas to
packaging existing items with little hand-written notes, and
then biking to the post office to mail them out. Every order
to us means you're on the right track and your community
supports you. I'll be honest, any time I need a pick-me-up, I
read the reviews from our almost 500 customers. I'm sure
you can relate, Stef, every time someone comments on a
Youtube video or subscribes to this awesome magazine, it
gives you a warm feeling in your heart that you are doing
something that matters.
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Can you give us some sneak
peeks into any future
projects?
Our biggest upcoming projects
include shooting next year's
calendar. We've had some
great material so far this
year! Also, we are about
to start featuring our local
community members' ferrets
on our Instagram account;
we’re bringing our photo studio to
you! It's been a great way to interact
with fellow fuzzbutt owners, grow our
outreach, and make new friends. We
had the opportunity to go to a ferret
meet-up recently, and it was a pleasure
taking portraits of some absolutely
beautiful ferrets.
Beyond those immediate projects, we
are playing with the idea of shooting
a documentary about ferrets in the
next year or so. Lastly, it's been a
dream of mine for a while now to
create a first aid app for ferrets.
Maybe Ferret-World can join
forces with us!
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What kinds of reactions
do you get from family,
friends, and strangers you
meet when you talk about
what you do?
Our family is incredibly supportive of
our business of ferrets! At first, they
were skeptical of these mysterious
little creatures, but one snuggle from
Moose is usually all it takes to sway
just about anyone. We have a huge
support system that sees how much
value this work has brought to our
lives and those who follow us. We are
very lucky to have them behind us.
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What are the types of products
that you sell in your shop and
what’s been the best seller?
Due to our design backgrounds, style and
aesthetics are very important to us! Our Etsy
shop sells on-trend ferret-themed items for
pet owners and their homes. We make rose
gold ferret barrettes, giant 11x17 photo
calendars, handmade soy candles, ferret
pun greeting cards, enamel pins, posters,
totes, mugs, to name a few! We plan
to expand our inventory this year
and replace a few items as well. It's
a learning experience seeing what
items connect with people and
which ones don't, and we try to
move quickly to update our stock
and keep things exciting. One
thing is for sure--if we wouldn’t
buy it ourselves, we don't sell it!
Our best-seller continues to be
the large ferret photo calendar
(up 200% from last year!) and
the rose gold ferret barrettes.
Our candles also sell out crazy
fast!
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You now have over 4,000 followers on
Facebook and a whopping 13,000 people
on Instagram. How have you grown
your community into what it is
today?
I believe the main reason our community
presence grew so quickly was because of
our dedication to taking consistent, highquality photography. It was an especially
important service to provide to the ferret
community because people wanted to see
their incredible pets in a more positive
light. We have the camera and the lighting
equipment to do that. And lucky for us,
Moose is a phenomenal model! (The
other two are learning as well.)
We have forged deep, genuine
relationships with many of our
followers. We talk daily to them
through comments and private
messages. When you support
your community, they will
support you right back, and
sometimes tenfold.
We also make a point to
donate to several ferretrelated charities each
year. It serves as a useful
reminder for why we are
here.
Live Instagram stories seem to be a way
to reach people multiple times in one
day, so we always make a point to do
several videos chronicling the daily life
of our three boys.
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What are your dreams for the future? Where do you see
yourselves and The Modern Ferret in 5 years time?
It is so exciting to think about the future of The Modern Ferret. We have already
grown and learned so much, and it's only been a little over 2 years! In 5 more years,
I see us having much more of an international presence. I think our high-quality
ferret photo calendar has the potential to do that. Many people from the ferret
community have met lifelong friends from different countries simply by connecting
because of their love of ferrets. I think something like a calendar charity drive to
raise awareness about ferrets may be the perfect way to grow our relationships to
ferret owners overseas. I'd also like to think lasting friendships have been made in
the comment section of our daily Instagram posts.
We'd love to travel the country taking high-end portraits of our followers' ferrets to
create a sort of "Humans of New York" photo series. As soon as we can budget the
time for a big road trip adventure like that, we'll do it! I have a feeling a big passion
project like that will really put us on the map, and then we can really make some
positive and lasting changes for this incredible community.
We want to say a HUGE thank you to everyone reading this, including the growing
list of readers and the dedicated team of designers and editors at Dook Dook
Magazine. You guys are incredible, and we promise to keep shedding a positive
light on your beautiful babies!
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An Unholy Union
The Relationship Between Vets and Pet Food Companies
BY VINITA BAL ASUBRAM ANYA

Imagine if medical school courses were taught
by pharmaceutical companies employees.
Would you trust a doctor trained this way to
know their stuff? Would you trust them to
prescribe you medication based on what’s best
for you?

Some pet food and pharmaceutical companies offer

In Australia, the situation in veterinary schools is just as

Should I not trust my vet?

worrisome. Veterinary school students may receive a
short lecture (sometimes with free food and t-shirts as
incentive) that are sponsored by pet food manufacturers,
or their entire nutrition course material may be taught
by a “nutritionist” employed by a pet food company,
like students at Sydney University. According to Dr.
Richard Malik, a vet who’s been practicing for 34 years,
this represents a gross conflict of interest. And once vet
students have graduated, Malik argues, professional vet
conferences are not only sponsored by pet food and
pharmaceutical companies, but many of the speakers
at the conferences are affiliated with those companies.

scholarships, establish facilities for drug trials in
universities, or sponsor teaching hospitals. At Perth’s
Murdoch University, the teaching is sponsored by Hills
Pet Foods; the hospital’s lab coats are branded with the
Hills Pet Foods logo and almost all discharge letters for
animals treated there recommend a Hills diet.

Well, no. It certainly isn’t true that all or even most vets
are recommending products because they get perks and
kickbacks. Even in countries that allow shady relationships
between human doctors and pharmaceutical companies,
most doctors prescribe drugs they think will help you, not
drugs that get them money. Similarly, vets usually love
animals and are typically ethical people. And not many
people would risk their reputation and careers for a few
extra bucks, whether it’s a commission or a luxury cruise.
(According to the Canadian vet behind the blog Claws
Carefully Sheathed, kickbacks aren’t even that nice.) The
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entire sordid tale of an unholy nexus between pet food/

claims.” This is a lie. Both terms are legally defined by the

drug companies is limited to a few unethical individuals.

Food & Drug Administration (FDA) and companies can be

According to Malik, however, even these bad actors

prosecuted for using them incorrectly.

could be stopped by adopting the Australian Medical
Association code of ethics, followed by human doctors

If these same companies are providing some of the vets’

in Australia.

education, sponsoring and speaking at their professional
conferences, and bombarding them with lies in their sales

Accusations of conflicts of interest
are not new
Accusations

of

physicians

and

specialists

being

compromised by drug companies are widespread. The
claim that pet food and pharmaceutical companies are
too involved in the practice of veterinary medicine has
also been made in the United States, United Kingdom,
and Canada. Like human doctors, most vets receive
freebies from food and pharmaceutical companies,
from swag like notepads and calendars to educational
posters. If one were to put themselves in the vet’s (or
doctor’s) shoes, it would be understandable that a few
things would be pressed on to them by persistent sales
representatives. This does not necessarily mean that the
good doctor is corrupt. Few of us could be corrupted
by swag! The problem, however, lies with the sales pitch
given to the doctors, from vet school to conferences to
their own practices.

The goal of food companies is profit
Most pet food manufacturing companies are owned by
huge industrial companies. Hill’s, for example, is owned
by Colgate-Palmolive and Royal Canin by Mars Company.
The sales target of such companies necessarily requires
the profits to climb with each quarter. The sales teams
then put together a convincing promotional campaign and
follow it up with an impressive battery of advertisements,
discounts, and freebies for pet stores and vets. In this
feverish pitch to reach the (sometimes impossible) sales
target, misleading information and half-truths are deftly
doled out to vets. According to journalist Susan Thixton,
Royal Canin shows a video to American vets that falsely
argues that human grade food is dangerous to feed dogs.
The video then claims that the labels organic and human
grade mean “absolutely nothing” and are “advertising

pitches, it’s hard to believe that all vets will see through
their pitches. So besides the ethics of the vet in question,
part of the concern here is about the corporate culture
of putting profits above everything, including ethics and
animal welfare.

What to do about it
I don’t recommend distrusting your vet, but you should
do your own research about your pet’s nutritional needs
and the food you feed them (see “Raw or Kibble? What
Science Says about What to Feed Your Pet” on page 30).
Understand what parts of food packaging are legally
regulated (like the “guaranteed analysis” in the United
States) and what parts that can say whatever they want.
Learn what terms mean something (human grade) and
what terms don’t mean anything (natural). In other words,
familiarize yourself with the laws that regulate pet food
manufacturing, so you don’t fall for lies told to you by a
pet food company.
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Organ cutting time at the Unwanted Fuzz Ferret Shelter in Victoria, Australia

Managing the Impossible?
Feeding a Ferret Shelter a Fully Raw Diet
BY STEPHANIE WARZECHA

The Unwanted Fuzz Ferret Shelter in Victoria,
Australia is one of the only shelters in the world
to feed a fully raw and whole prey diet to their

ferrets. I interviewed Carina Smith and found

out how she manages, cost- and time-wise, to
maintain this diet for the ferrets in her care.

What made you choose to adopt the raw food
diet in your shelter?

Ferrets are obligate carnivores and need to eat

meats, organs, and bones to remain healthy. We
feel that if you are running a rescue, then you must

provide a correct diet for that particular species.
Why feed anything else when other foods have
such strong links to insulinoma, kidney stones,
and shorter lifespans?
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How much time goes into the food prep?
We make up 80-100 kg (176-220 lb) bulk mixes

every two weeks, then freeze them into 2 kg

(4.5 lb) servings. Our butcher is kind enough to
mince our hearts, so we only have to dice liver,
kidneys, and brains. We then mix the organs with

our meats. This can take 2-4 hours, depending on
what else is going on.
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What benefits have you found from feeding your ferrets raw
food?

Our ferrets smell less, they have amazing fur, and they are a lot

•

500 grams (17.5 ounces) liver

•

250 grams (8.8 ounces) brains

•

250 grams (8.8 ounces) kidneys

bigger and chunkier than kibble-fed ferrets. We have also not

Supplement with chicken necks and wings, as well as whole prey

Do you require people who adopt your ferrets to continue

We are happy to support adopters by answering questions and

Yes, that is one of our key requirements. All ferrets adopted from

Where do you get all the meat from? How do you keep costs

recipe included in each ferret’s paperwork:

We get the meats from a local pet food store and our organs from

seen health issues that kibble is known to cause.

feeding raw?

us must remain on a balanced, raw-only diet. We have our food

For a 10 kilograms (22 pounds) mix:

3 kilograms (6.5 pounds) chicken frames (the bones and scraps

of meat left over after the majority of the meat is removed),
minced
•

2 kilograms (4.5 pounds) kangaroo mince

•

2 kilograms (4.5 pounds) hearts

•

2 kilograms (4.5 pounds) beef mince

(unbutchered rabbits, chickens, and ducks).

providing advice on feeding raw.

down?

a butcher. We also feed whole prey, which is supplied by poultry
breeders and hunters. We think the prices are pretty reasonable,
but we can always use donations :)

To donate to Unwanted Fuzz, visit their Facebook page or call
+61 449 214 033.
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This issue’s featured
Ferret-World member is YOU!
This issue, we want to recognize all of you and
your contributions to our community. Thank you!
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WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU!

EMAIL YOUR COMMENTS AND FEEDBACK TO
DOOKDOOKFERRETMAG@GMAIL.COM
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How Often Should You Replace a Suprelorin® F
(Deslorelin Acetate) Implant?

BY T H E D O O K D O O K F E R R E T M A G A Z I N E E D I T I N G S TA F F

Virbac Animal Health makes the Suprelorin® F implant used

slow down tumor growth by inhibiting production of sex

all over the world to manage adrenal disease in ferrets.

hormones, something surgery can’t do. And by removing

The implant contains 4.7 milligrams of deslorelin acetate,

symptoms noninvasively, the implant allows the ferret to

a GnRH analog that is slowly released and interrupts the

have a happy, mostly healthy life until the tumor becomes

reproductive endocrine system. The implant is also used

too large to treat.

to desex ferrets, in place of neutering or spaying (see the
further reading section at the end of this article). This helps

Depending on where you live, you may receive different

with the following adrenal disease symptoms:

recommendations from your vet on how often this implant

•

Hair loss

needs to be replaced for the management of adrenal

•

Swelling of the vulva

disease. The manufacturer’s instructions indicate that it

•

Sexual behavior and aggressiveness

should be replaced every 12 months, but your own vet

•

Lack of energy

may recommend replacing it every 14, 18, or even 24

•

Muscle atrophy and loss

months. Why?

•

Dry, flaky skin or itchiness
To help you understand your vet’s recommendation and

The implant doesn’t cure adrenal disease and has not

make an informed decision about your own ferret’s implant,

been shown to shrink adrenal tumors. However, it can

we’re going to look at what the studies say about the
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implant and how long it’s effective. So far, three controlled
studies have been published on the Suprelorin® F implant:

Published in Journal of Exotic
Pet Medicine in 2009
Principle researcher: Robert Wagner

Published in American Journal of
Veterinary Research in May 2005
Principle researcher: Robert Wagner
Procedure: 15 pet ferrets with
adrenocortical disease were treated
with a 3 mg deslorelin acetate implant.
Their hormone levels were measured
before and after the implant and after
they regained symptoms. When their
symptoms returned, their adrenal
glands were measured via ultrasound
or after surgical removal.
Results: Swelling of the vulva,
severe itching, sexual behavior,
and aggression were “significantly
decreased or eliminated” 14 days
after implantation. Within a month,
hair regrowth was noticeable and
sex hormone concentrations were
decreased.

Procedure: 30 pet ferrets with
adrenocortical disease were treated
with a 4.7 mg deslorelin acetate
implant. They were physically
examined and had ultrasounds of the
adrenal area every 3-4 months until
their symptoms returned.
Results: Swelling of the vulva,
severe itching, sexual behavior, and
aggression “decreased or disappeared”
14 days after implantation. Hair
growth was visible 4-6 weeks
after implantation. Two months
after implantation, sex hormone
levels considerably decreased:
on average, estradiol by 28%,
17-hydroxyprogesterone by 89%, and
androstenedione by 88%.
The clinical signs returned for the
30 ferrets between 8 months and 30
months after implantation.
The average was 17.6 months.
Of the 30 ferrets, 2 developed large
tumors before symptoms returned.

These clinical signs returned for the 15
ferrets between 8.5 months and 20.5
months after implantation.
The average was 13.7 months.
Of the 15 ferrets, 5 developed large
tumors within 2 months of the
symptoms returning. 3 of those
ferrets had to be put to sleep because
the cancer spread or the tumor was
becoming extremely aggressive.
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manufacturer to recommend replacing the implant when

Published in Journal of Exotic
Pet Medicine in 2012
Researchers: Angela Lennox and
Robert Wagner
Procedure: One group of 28 ferrets
with adrenocortical disease received
surgery to remove the adrenal tumor.
Another group of 35 ferrets with
adrenocortical disease received a 4.7
mg deslorelin acetate implant. Each
group was evaluated to determine
when their symptoms returned.
Results: 5.5% of the ferrets that
received surgery died within 24 hours
of the procedure. None of the ferrets
died as a direct result of implantation
of deslorelin.
3 ferrets did not respond to the
surgical treatment. All of the implant
ferrets responded to deslorelin,
though it was only effective for one
of the ferrets for 3 months.
The average time between treatment
and symptom relapse was 13.6
months for surgery and 16.5 months
for the implant.

the implant is still effective for most ferrets, making sure
that most ferrets do not relapse between their implants.
Also, it could be that the manufacturer’s recommendation
is based on the half-life of deslorelin acetate, a more
rigorous measurement for medication levels that indicates
the amount of time it takes the body to process half of
a dose. As of this writing, we here at Dook Dook Ferret
Magazine do not know the half-life of deslorelin acetate.
No matter how long you decide to keep the implant in,
you should watch your ferret closely after 8 months for
a relapse of symptoms. As soon as the symptoms come
back, even a little bit and even if it’s before the 12-month
mark, you should replace the implant.
You may be concerned that replacing implants will cause
a build up in the blood, like over-vaccinating. That is
extremely unlikely. Implants are very different than shots;
if you receive too many shots of the same medication,
that medication may build up to dangerous levels. But an
implant is designed to slowly let out medication so that a
buildup cannot happen. The only way for your ferret to
get too much deslorelin acetate is if you put more than
one implant in them at the same time. But your vet will
always remove the old implant before putting in a new
one. Because the implants release the deslorelin acetate
slowly, even if the old implant is still at 100% efficacy
when it’s replaced, the ferret will have the same level of
the medication in her blood. And an implant is minimally
invasive, so it won’t hurt your ferret to get multiple implants
throughout her life.

You’ll notice that the first two studies used two different
sizes in the implant: 3 mg and 4.7 mg. The 4.7 mg implant
did extend the window in which the symptoms returned,
so the longest it took for relapse went from 20.5 months
to 30 months. But it did not increase the lower threshold.
The average went up, but at least one ferret relapsed
within 8 months in both studies. In the third study, one
of the ferrets only received 3 months of symptom relief.
The average time between treatment and symptom
relapse for the 4.7 mg implant is between 16 and
17 months, almost a year and a half. So why does the
manufacturer recommend only 12 months? Are they just
trying to sell more implants? Well, maybe. They certainly do
make more money if the implants are put in prematurely.
But all we know is the average, and it is reasonable for the
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To Cage or Not to Cage
DECIDING WHETHER TO LET YOUR FERRETS FREE ROAM
BY S T E P H A N I E WA R Z E C H A

Want to get into a heated debate with ferret community

Thomas N. Tully, DVM and Mark A. Mitchell, DVM both

members? Bring up whether to allow your ferrets to

agree with this recommendation, noting that ferrets “are

free roam! Some swear by it and would never go back

capable of fitting into small crevices between furniture

to caging their ferrets, while others have never been in a

and ventilations systems and are notorious for getting

situation where free roaming was a viable option. Some

into trouble.” Tully and Mitchell also note that the “most

worry that free roaming can be dangerous, while others

common problem reported in unsupervised ferrets” is

argue that caged ferrets do not get enough stimulation

“the ingestion of foreign material.”

and exercise. In this article, I’ll explore both points of view
to help you make the right decision for your ferret.

While ferret owners can aggressively ferret-proof their
homes, making sure that their ferrets cannot get into

Safety first: Is it safe to let
your ferret free roam?

any danger, ferrets are nothing if not creative and
mischievous. The reason Harris, Tully, and Mitchell advise
against free roaming is that you simply may not be able to
think of everything your ferret may do to hurt themselves.

According to Laurel Harris, DVM, it is not advisable
to allow ferrets to free roam in the home without
supervision, due to their innately curious nature
combined with their agile, slinky bodies that can get into
and escape from places that are not of concern for other
pet animals. Ferrets are more prone to injuries due to
finding themselves in dangerous situations then other
companion animals when given free roam of a home.

How your living situation
affects your options for
ferret housing
Where you live in the world may influence the way you
keep your ferrets, According to Heather Bixler and
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Christine Ellis, ferrets in the United States are primarily

be at least two sleeping areas, preferably at least one

kept as indoor pets while ferrets in Europe can often be

consisting of blankets and one hammock.

found in outdoor enclosures. This is because of both
cultural influences and a difference in climate. Living

No sources agree on just how big a ferret’s enclosure

outdoors would be deadly for ferrets in the American

should be. The Humane Society of the United States

South!

recommends 18 inches long, 18 inches deep, and 30
inches wide (45.72 cm x 45.72 cm x 76.2 cm). However, the

Furthermore, ferret owners live in all sorts of places

Companion Avian and Exotic Pet Medicine and Surgery

and homes. Some live in tiny apartments, some live in

Service at the University of California, Davis recommends

spacious condos with yards, some live in single-family

24 inches long, 24 inches wide, and 18 inches high (60.96

homes with a white picket fence, and others live on large

cm x 60.96 cm x 45.72 cm). Many ferret organizations

parcels of land. Ferret owners live in warm, moderate,

and vets recommend the Ferret Nation cage, the single

and cold places. They live in places with wild predators

unit of which is 36 inches long, 25 inches wide, and 38.5

who could attack a ferret, places with large domesticated

inches high (91.44 cm x 63.5 cm x 97.79 cm).

farm animals who could accidentally harm a ferret, places
near busy roads, and places with no natural dangers for

A cage, room, or home should have adequate ventilation

ferrets.

and be an appropriate temperature. If using a cage, do
not use one with solid walls (aquariums are not ventilated

The variety of living situations for humans necessarily

enough for ferrets). Ensure that any wires are no more

means that there is no one ideal living situation for ferrets.

than 1 inch (2.54 cm) apart, since ferrets may be able to

While it would be great for all ferrets to have the best of

squeeze through larger openings. Ferrets should be kept

both indoor and outdoor living, this simply isn’t possible

in the shade (if outdoors), and the temperature should

for all owners. Most ferret owners would love to have a

be moderate. The Humane Society of the United States

huge background with a secure enclosure, where ferrets

recommends 55-70℉ (13-21℃), whereas the American

could dig tunnels, roll in the dirt, listen to birds, hunt

Ferret Association recommends between 50-80℉ (10-

bugs, and swim in shallow ponds, then come indoors to

27℃).

a temperature-controlled room with soft blankets, plush
beds, hidey holes, and plenty of tunnels. But most of us

Adequate exercise. If your ferret sleeps for most of its

do not have the space or resources for this kind of setup.

days in a cage then you need to make sure that it gets at
least 4 hours of out-of-the-cage playtime and exploring

Basic living requirements
for ferrets

throughout the day. This playtime needs to be fun,
engaging, and high energy, not only to stimulate their
intelligent brains, but also to help them remain physically
fit. These activities can include homemade games and

While not all of us can create an ideal living situation for

toys, appropriate cat toys (like some balls and wand toys),

our ferrets, any ferret owner should make sure that their

chasing or wrestling with each other or their owners,

ferret has at least these things:

going on walks outside, climbing stairs, trick training, and
letting them wonder and explore your living space under

A large cage or living space. A ferret should be able to

supervision. Off course there are those ferrets that may

move around easily in their living space, whether it’s a

require more or less outside-of-the-cage playtime. An

cage, room, or entire home. In a cage, ferrets prefer

older, sick ferret might not be up for too many games

multiple levels, which can be connected with covered or

or active playtime, while a kit might be able to go all day.

solid ramps, since wire ramps may cause injury if they get

It’s important for you to accurately evaluate your ferret’s

their feet stuck in between the wires.

needs and provide them accordingly.

There should be a designated corner for a litter box
and a separate space for food and water. There should
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How to get creative with your
ferret’s lifestyle
Other than these standard guidelines, it is really up to
the ferret owner to get creative in providing their ferrets
with the best living arrangements and life that they can.
Here are some examples of ferret carers who shared
their ferret co-living arrangements with us on the FerretWorld.com Facebook page:
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Things to consider when
letting your ferret free roam

Why I have always caged
my ferrets

If you are seriously considering letting your ferrets free

Personally, I’ve never felt comfortable allowing my ferrets

roam, then here are some things to consider:

to free roam, mainly since I’ve always lived with other
people. I worry about someone leaving a door open, or

•

•

•

Safety.

You

must

thoroughly

ferret

proof

treading on a ferret, or them annoying my housemates,

EVERYTHING around the house. You never know

or them destroying something that doesn’t belong to

where their curiosity might take them when you are

me. (That last one happened when my ferret destroyed

not around or asleep.

a housemate’s couch! Oops!)

Your peace of mind. What is the ferret going to be
getting up to when you are not around? What will

So whenever someone would ask me whether I would

they be exploring while you are asleep? Where will

consider free roaming my ferrets, the answer would

you end up finding them next? What are they going

always be no. My ex-partner accidentally stepped on

to get into? If these questions cause you a lot of

two of our ferrets, and they died, so I am totally paranoid

anxiety, then it is probably not the best idea to let

about my ferrets’ safety; I never want to lose another one

your ferret to free roam. Alternatively, you may want

through a preventable accident again. It’s also too easy

to invest in a few webcams so that you can check in

to open a door or window and forget about it, which was

on your ferrets throughout the day.

the case when my ferret Sammy decided jumping out of

Personality of the ferret. Some ferrets are calmer

a window would be a fun time! (He was okay, just scared

and less prone to mischief. Some of them are very

and very happy to come back inside when I found him.)

determined to overcome ferret-proofing and some

•

will give up after a few tries. Know your ferret’s

After educating people about ferrets for over 10 years

personality and determine whether you can trust

through the Ferret-World.com community, and working

them to stay safe when you are not there.

with countless vets, ferret shelter owners, and experts,

Mental stimulation. Ferrets get bored easily

I’ve heard every story you can imagine of ferrets hurting

because they have very active, curious minds. Just

themselves or getting killed when allowed to free roam

because a ferret is living without a cage doesn’t

while unsupervised.

mean that they won’t get bored. You will still need to

•

find ways to regularly stimulate them and change up

While I love the idea of having a specific room that is

their living situation, toys, and games.

designated to the ferrets, or an outdoor enclosure that

Property damage. Ferrets have been known to dig

they can roam around in, my current living arrangements

up carpets, ruin furniture, go potty in strange places,

don’t allow for this. Instead, I love taking Yuki for walks

chew on wires, and climb curtains. This may be a

and to the beach, and she gets plenty of out-of-cage

particular concern for those who rent, but no matter

time each day. I’m not sure if I personally could ever

what your living situation, consider how much damage

have peace of mind knowing that my free-roaming ferret

your ferret might do if left to their own devices every

could get into trouble while I’m not at home. For me, it

day. You can avoid some of this damage by ferret-

simply is not worth the risk.

proofing or selecting your housing based on your
ferret’s destructive habits. For example, Dook Dook

According to Sushil K. Jha, Tammi Coleman, and Marcos G.

Ferret Magazine editor Courtney Stoker only rents

Frank, ferrets, like cats, spend most of their time asleep.

apartments with no carpeting, since her ferrets love

If they sleep in their cage while you are not home and

to dig at it.

don’t show signs of stress or unusual behaviour while
in their cage (like chewing their bedding, overgrooming/
barbering, or destroying things in their cage), then they
are most likely happy to adjust to your routine and get
their playtime when they are allowed out.
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MAY’S FERRET OF THE MONTH IS…

Penelope
Penelope is the sweetest little furbutt in the world! We got Penelope
and her sister, Georgia, 8 months ago, when they were rambunctious
3-month-old kits. Within a week it was clear that I had gained her
trust. It was like as soon as she came home, she knew that I would
always love her and keep her safe. Ever since then she has always
been extremely sweet and calm. I think what brought us closer is that
sadly, in October, Penny’s sister and best friend was put to sleep due
to an unexpected and incurable disease. From then on, Penelope has
followed me everywhere and always wants love and cuddles. Penelope
brings a special joy to my family that nothing else can.

BY ANNALIE DUNCOMB
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JUNE’S FERRET OF THE MONTH IS…

NOVA
I moved into my aunt’s home when I was 18. My aunt’s boyfriend had
a ferret and was keeping her in the room next to mine. He never came
down to take care of Nova or clean the litter box. The smell had become
unbearable, and my poor little girl was so hungry and thirsty. I began
to feed her, clean her, and take care of her. Let her out of the cage.
Apparently, she used to live in a tiny cat carrier before I moved in. She
was neglected so badly that I just couldn't deal with it. I tried to get her
owner more involved, but it failed. He just didn't care. He was going to
give her up and I told him no, I would take her. By then she was my little
baby, and I loved her so much. Now she is almost 7 years old, a little
elder ferret. Nova and I love each other very much.

BY ELIZA CASS
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Comic by @SiberianLizard

siberianlizard
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FEATURED INSTAGRAM

@SIN_D11
This issue’s featured Instagram is @sin_d11 run by Cynthia
Carles. Cynthia lives just outside of Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
Do you want your ferret to be the next featured Instagram?
Email dookdookferretmag@gmail.com.

sin_d11 I call this “Camera Ninjas” and it’s one
of my favorite photos of Rigby and I. We are on
a mission to capture all the interesting things in
the world.
#animalphotography #photographerslife
#ferretsofinstagram #exploreeverthing #ferret
#ferretadventures
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A rollerskating monkey is responsible for the very
first sparks of ferret love in my heart.
When I was a toddler, my family would occasionally
babysit a family friend’s ferret. One of my very
first memories is sitting on their kitchen floor and
playing with a mechanical rollerskating monkey toy.
The ferret came in to check out the monkey, too.
He approved by doing a jig all around the monkey
while it pushed itself across the floor on its tiny
white skates. My heart was overcome with delight and
joy, watching the ferret hop, dance, and giggle at the
monkey. We were instantly best friends. I loved that
little ferret, and I’ve loved ferrets ever since.

sin_d11 To venture out and explore. To be
enveloped by the beauty of nature and to just
stop for a moment and take it all in.
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sin_d11 A rare peek at a tree ferry in her
natural habitat.

Since then, ferrets’ high energy levels and crazy antics
have been some of my favorite things about ferrets. But I
also love how sweet it is when they curl up on you while
you’re watching TV or reading a book. I love watching
their natural curiosity blossom and the constant battle of
intellect between humans and ferrets. I love how each and
every little fuzz noodle has their own unique personality,
quirks, likes, and dislikes. More than all of those things,
though, I love how they can connect with us in profound,
meaningful ways that are indescribable to anyone who
hasn’t been lucky enough to have one. They truly know
how to wrap their adorable little paws around our hearts.
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sin_d11 Part I - Our friends @romy.godzy.roy.ferrets & @
thelifeofmyferrets tagged us in the #howigotmyname challenge.
Rigby was named after the raccoon character on Regular Show. And,
if it’s playing on TV, it’s fun to watch his reaction whenever his name is
called out. His nicknames include Digby, Riggy-Roo and Rigz.
I asked everyone (friends, family, and even on Instagram) for
suggestions when naming Eevee. We tried out all the suggested names
and kept narrowing the choices down until one stuck. Her nicknames
include Eevee the SweetPea, Eevie Knievie (cause she’s a daredevil)
and Paola Bear (I work with someone named Paola, but it makes me
think of polar bears).
Fera ryhmes with the name Sara for a reason. Sara means princess.
So, we swapped the ‘S’ for an ‘F’ to make it mean ferret princess. She
was our little princess. Her nicknames included Fair-fair and Miss Thing.
I have no idea why I called her Miss Thing but it suited her sometimes.
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sin_d11 Fun question for today - What would
ferrets bring if they went on a camping trip?

My favorite part of photographing ferrets is the
challenge. When I first started trying to take “good”
photos of ferrets, I asked myself if it was possible for
ferrets to enjoy having their photos taken. I thought
it would be a lot easier if the answer were “yes.” So I
started trying any and every idea that came to mind
to see if I could increase my ferrets’ enjoyment when
the camera was out. Frequently, my ferrets would take
one look at my camera and hightail it out of there.
I have so many photos of blurry ferret butts! But
eventually, I was able to come up with some ideas
that worked. And I was right, it DOES make things
easier if the ferrets enjoy what you’re doing together.
Happy ferrets make better photos!
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sin_d11 Sweet little Fera
#cutepetsofinstagram #ferretface
#ferretgram #ferretsofinstagram
#ferretism #ferretlove #ilovemyferret
#ourgreatferretspics

Changing environments, different
props, other models, photography
assistants, new skills or techniques
that you want to practice can all
drastically affect how well a ferret likes
a photo shoot and how much they
want to participate. What works for
one ferret may not work for others. It’s
exciting when everything aligns and
works perfectly because it is extremely
challenging and the process teaches
you patience and tenacity, as well as
photography skills. My bag of tips and
tricks just keeps growing. So does the
bag of “things that don’t work.”
sin_d11 YUM!
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sin_d11 Eevee Sparks sounds like a cool
name for an alter ego or an alias, doesn’t it?
It’s what I’ve been calling this photo.
A few weeks ago, when I was gathering up
a few ferret photos to bring with us for the
‘Spirit Animals’ photo shoot in the graveyard,
I realized that I didn’t have any printed photos
of Eevee yet. So, this photo is going to be
among the first ones I get printed of her. Now,
the hard part - choosing what size to get it
printed in.
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sin_d11 Today’ s gratitude moment is knowledge.
.
About two years ago I was getting tired and frustrated with
all the blurry butt shots I was getting of my ferrets. Because
every time I got out the camera, they hightailed it away from
me. So, I wondered if it was even possible to get the ferrets
to like having their photos taken. I mean it’d be so much more
convenient if they enjoyed the camera instead of running full
speed away from the camera.
So I set out to learn any and all the ways to make camera
time = fun time. I asked other photographers, read about
techniques, learned about different types of rewards,
experimented and played with all the info I could get my

One cool thing I’ve
noticed is that every
photographer who can
successfully capture a
ferret on film usually
excels in other areas
of photography.
Additionally, the
skills that go into
ferret photography
are applicable in just
about any other field
of photography. One
bonus from working with
ferrets is developing your
intuition and learning to
follow it in each moment.
Ferrets are fast and
sometimes unpredictable,
so every fraction of a
second can make the
difference between
capturing or missing a
good photo. Ferrets can
help you train to better
see and feel each moment.

hands on.
Turns out there are so many ways to make it more fun. And
lots of the techniques work for other types of photography too
like people, kids, other animals, etc.
I think it’s incredible how knowledge and new ideas can not
only grow our skills and abilities but also make our lives more
enjoyable and fun!
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sin_d11 ”Roll over”
#rollover#pettricks#weee#sillypets#fuzzbutt#f
urkids#furbabies#animallove#ferretlover#petlo
vers#ferret#happypet#furet#happypaws#ferre
tism#instaferret#хорек#huron#frettchen#ferret
s#ferretgram#ferretsofinstagram#adoreablean
imals#dailyfluff#sunflare#windowlight

My Instagram didn’t start off as a ferret account,
just a personal account (which is why it doesn’t have
a ferret-related name). But it turned out that ferret
photos were my favorite thing to post. Plus, I really
enjoy the ferret community on Instagram. There are
so many cool, creative ferret people there.
Every now and then, I’ll sneak a non-ferret photo in
my account, but it’s rare. My website at cynthiacarles.
com has become a better outlet for the rest of my
photography, though it has a ferret section, too!
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sin_d11 Cody in a tree during a trip to West
Virginia #ferret
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sin_d11 Walk along the flowers
#sogreen#afternoonwalk#tall#outforawalk#yellowflowers#yell
owflower#outdoorfun#furkids#furbabies#animallove#ferretlov
er#petlovers#ferret#happypet#furet#ferretism#instaferret#хор
ек#huron#frettchen#ferrets#ferretgram#animalsofig
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This is not the end.
I t's just the beginning.
5% of Ferret-World.com revenue goes towards supporting
worthwhile causes and projects, including ferret shelters, ferret
research, animal causes, and environmental projects. It’s part of
our campaign to create more positive change in this world.
Thank you for being an ongoing part of this wonderful movement.
Together we can make this world a better place.

Love,
Ferret-World.com
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